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0. INTRODUCTION 
Theorems on function fields F/K are often proved by using induction on 
the transcendence degree or by applying extension theory to the finite 
extension F/K(X,,..., X,,). In contrast, the underlying method of this paper 
is to consider suitable models of F/K. Let F/R be a function field of trans- 
cendence degree n. The real holomorphy ring H, of F is the intersection of 
all valuation rings with a formally real residue field (these valuation rings 
are called residually real). In the first section we study the question of 
which valuations suffice to represent the real holomorphy ring as the inter- 
section of their valuation rings. The result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let D he a set of real valuations of F. Then the real 
holomorphy ring is the intersection of the valuation rings BED if and only [f 
for every regular projective model W of F/R and every R-rational point 
P E W a valuation v E D exists which is centered in P. 
In the third section we discuss which valuations s&ice to determine if a 
quadratic form over F is weakly isotropic. It turns out that in the case n > 1 
the residually real prime divisors of F form the minimal system of 
valuations satisfying the local-global principle. 
THEOREM. A quadratic form q over a function field F/R is weakly 
isotropic cj” and only lfit is indefinite with respect to every ordering qf F and 
weakly isotropic in the henselization of every residually real prime divisor of 
F/R. If the transcendence degree of F/R is at least two, then the system of 
residually real prime divisors is the minimal system of valuations with this 
property. 
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The second section deals with a geometric description of signatures of 
higher level [BHR]. One easily observes that every signature of F having a 
center P on a regular model X of F/U&? induces a character of the “real local 
divisor group” of P which depends upon a fixed ultratilter of semi-algebraic 
open sets. We study the question of which characters of this group are 
induced by signatures of F and we show that every signature is already 
determined by the induced character. We use these methods to decide 
whether a positive definite function is a sum of 2nth powers in F. 
It should be noted that the results of the first section remain valid if we 
replace [w by an arbitrary real closed ground field R, whereas during the 
rest of the paper, the fact is used that every real valuation is trivial on the 
ground field iw, see the Remarks 2.11 and 3.4. However, if one restricts 
oneself to valuations trivial on the ground field, some of the results can be 
generalized to function fields over arbitrary real closed fields, as pointed 
out to the author by R. Robson. 
Notation. The valuation ring (resp. value group, resp. residue field, 
resp. the center on a model X of F/R) of a valuation (or a place) u are 
denoted by &?‘,, (resp. W,,, resp. k,., resp. Z, ). We denote the set of rational 
points of a variety X over [w over 1w by X,, the ring of those functions on X 
regular on X, by O,,, and the support of a divisor D by supp(D). The 
transcendence degree of F/b! is briefly denoted by tr(F/[W). Subvarieties of 
codimension 1 of a regular variety X are called prime divisors. The 
corresponding valuation is also called prime divisor. A valuation, a prime 
ideal, a prime element, a point of a variety etc. are called residually real (or 
briefly real) if the corresponding residue field is formally real. A variety is 
called real if its generic point is residually real. The function field of an [w- 
variety X is denoted by K?(X) and the coordinate ring of an affine [W-variety 
is denoted by rW[X]. The algebraic subset of an afline variety X defined by 
functions .f; ,..., f’ E rW[X] is denoted by V(fi ,..., f;) or by V({f,}). The I 
groups of units of a ring B is denoted by B x. By a valuation or a place we 
always mean a nontrivial one. 
1. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE REAL HOLOMORPHY RING 
Let X be a regular, projective, n-dimensional [W-variety and F its funcion 
field. Assume that the set X, of [W-rational points is not empty, so F is for- 
mally real. 
Let 98, = 9$,(X) be the set of pairs ( Y, #), where Y is a regular, projective 
R-variety and 4: Y + X is a birational R-morphism. This set can be ordered 
in the following way. 
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Given (Y,,#,), (Y,,#,)E~, define (Y,,d,)>(Y,,$,) if there exists a 
birational R-morphism II/: Y, -+ Y, representing dim ’ 0 4,. Let %9 = g(X) 
denote the set of pairs (Y, 4) ~g], such that 4 is a composition of 
monoidal transformations with regular centers. 
We recall the following facts (see [S 21; [S, p. 45 f]). 
1.1 PROPOSITION. (i) 8, is u directed set. 
(ii) 93 is cqfinal. 
(iii) The spaces Y,, ( Y, 4) E g, form an inverse system and lim Y, is - 
homeomorphic to the space Mp of R-valued places. 
(iv) l&O Y,r z Hr. 
Part (ii) follows from Hironaka’s theorem on the elimination of points of 
indeterminacy (see [H, p. 140 ff I), applied to cp ’ for given ( Y, cp) E 69. 
The proof of (iii) and (iv) is based on the following consequence of this 
theorem. 
1.2 THEOREM. For every f E Hr there exists a non-singular projective R- 
variety W and a composition of monoidal transformations with regular cen- 
ters 4: W + X such that .f E 0 W,r. 
We shall apply this theorem to the description of the real holomorphy ring. 
1.3 THEOREM. Let D he u set of real valuations of F. The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) For every, regulur projective model W qf FAR and every point P E W, 
a valuation v E D exists M’ith center Z,. = P. 
(ii) H,,. = nr.tn:#p. 
Proof: (i) + (ii) Suppose there is a function ,f E nvcDBV, ,f 4 H,. The 
function g = l/l + f’ is contained in B,: for u E D and there is a real 
valuation u’ with the residue field k, = IF! such that gs M,~. According to 
Theorem 1.2, we can find a projective regular model W of F/R with 
g E O,,. Then g vanishes on the center Z,, of u’ and therefore g is con- 
tained in the maximal ideal of every valuation centered in Z,, . This con- 
tradicts the assumption. (ii)*(i) Let P be a rational point of a projective 
regular model W of F/R which is not the center of a valuation contained in 
D. Applying the Veronese embedding we may assume that W, is contained 
in a suitable A: and P= (a,,..., uN). The function h = C;“= 1 (Xi - ai)’ 
satisfies h E mr, h E 0~; for every SE W,\{ P}. Let Z be the center of any 
valuation v E D. Then h E 0; c $8,” . So we obtain l/h E fl,, nS9,,, l/h 4 Hr. 
It is well known that a regular point P of a variety W is the center of a 
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prime divisor v such that EJEW is a purely transcendental extension. Hence 
the set of real prime divisors satisfies the condition in part (i) of the 
theorem. 
Another interesting class is the set of real rank 1 zero-dimensional dis- 
crete valuations. They also satisfy the above condition, according to [A, 
Theorem 4.61. Recently this was proved by A. Prestel in a very general 
situation. 
1.4. COROLLARY. Let D be the set of real prime divisors or the set of real 
rank 1 zero-dimensional discrete valuations of F. Then H, = n,> t DS?V. 
It would be nice to have a minimal system of valuations describing the 
real holomorphy ring. We shall see that this is only possible if dim X = 1. 
1.5. COROLLARY. There exists a min~rna~ class D of real l~u~uati~ns with 
fb=n,,, 6!t$ iff tr(F/tR) = 1. 
Proof: In case F is a one-dimensional function field, all real valuations 
are needed to describe the real holomorphy ring, since the center map 
defines a bijection between the set of real valuations of F and the set of 
rational points of the regular projective model. Consider now a function 
field &‘lR of dimension > 1. Let D be a class of real valuations satisfying 
fb=n,,, gtl and choose any w E D. Let X be a regular projective model 
of F/R such that the center Z,, of w is a rational point (otherwise nothing is 
to be proven). By assumption, every rational point on the exceptional sub- 
variety of the blowing up of X in Z, is the center of a valuation u E D. On 
the other hand, these valuations are all centered in Z,. on X. Thus D\fw} 
satisfies part (if of Theorem 1.3. 
2. A GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF SIGNATURES 
OF HIGHER LEVEL 
The very useful concept of signatures of a field (see [K] )--which corres- 
pond uniquely to the total orderings of the field-is extended in [BHR] to 
“signatures of higher level.” These general signatures can be applied to the 
study of sums n th powers. In our geometric situation the signatures (in the 
sense of [K]) can be described by ultrafilters of open semi-algebraic sets 
on a fixed model X of F [Bl, Chap. 8.111. There, only the sign of a 
function on an ultrafilter is considered, whereas in the general case the 
order of zeroes and poles of the function with respect o real prime divisors 
must also be included. But on a fixed model a nonconstant function may be 
a unit with respect o every real prime divisor. So we shall study systems of 
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models of P. Given n E N let p(n) be the group of nth roots of unity and let 
P = U,Pc(Q)~ 
2.1. DEFINITION. A character x: Kx -+ /l of a field K is called a signature 
of K if the kernel of x is additively closed. 
Every signature c of K provides a valuation ring @a) of K with residue 
field R,defined by@a)= Cf‘~KIex.n~~,4(n$-f)=l) [Bl, Satz2.21. If 
K is the function field of a complete R-variety Y and CJ a signature of K, 
then the center of 9(cr) is denoted by P, and is called the center of CT on Y. 
Now let Y be a regular model of the function field F/R, PE Y,, and R-Div, 
the local real divisor group in P (i.e., the free abelian group generated by 
the minimal nonzero prime ideals of the local ring 0, of P which have a 
formahy reai residue held). Let U be an ultrafilter of open semi-algebraic 
sets of Y, (i.e., a maximal filter in the lattice of open semi-algebraic sets) 
with center P (that means (P} = n,, (,$ where s denotes the closure of S 
in the strong topology) and (T a signature of F with the same center P. 
Every function f E F has a well-defined sign denoted by sign,,(f) on a 
suitable open set SE U (see [Sl, chap. 8-J). 
2.2. PROPOSITION. The signature G and the ultr~~lter U induce a charac- 
ter d, on R-Div,, de~ned by 5,((n)) = CT(E) sign(,(rr), where {n) is the 
minimal prime ideul qf 0, generated by the prime 7~. 
Proqf: We only have to show that Zi, is well defined. For every u E 0;” 
the element u/u(P)~Si?((rf is congruent to 1 modulo the maximal ideal 
M(G) of a(cr). But the set 1 +M(cr) is contained in kern(a) (see [BHR, 
Theorem 2.71). Thus G(U) = sign(id(P)) = sign.(u) and G(U)' sign.(u) = 1. 
This raises the question of which characters of R - Div, are induced by 
sgnatures in this way. 
First, we shall give an abstract answer using the systems of models 
introduced in the first section. Again let X be a fixed regular projective R- 
variety with a formally real function field F. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let (Y,, cpl) >, ( Yz, cp2) E 33 and let tp: Y, + Y, be the 
corresponding morphism. Let P,, Pz be rational points in Y, and in Yz with 
cp(P,) = P,. If D, is a prime divisor of Y, containing P, and D, is a real 
prime divisor of Y, containing cp( D,), then D, is also real. 
P&of: Assume that D, is not real. There are monoidal transformations 
$i:xi-+xi+l, OdiQk, with X0= Y,, Xk+, = Y,, and ~=$~a ..* :J$~. 
Define I,!/: = $;o ... 0 $O. Using induction we show that $‘(D,) is a nonreai 
prime divisor of Xi+ , for 0 d id k. According to the induction hypothesis, 
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D’ = $j( 0,) is a nonreal prime divisor. If tii+ ‘(D, ) is not a prime divisor, 
then D’ is the exceptional divisor of the monoidal transformation tji+ i. 
This divisor is real: the (regular) center of this blowing up contains the 
rational point $i+‘(P,) and h ence it is a real subvariety. This is a con- 
tradiction. Hence $j’ ‘(0,) . is a nonreal prime divisor, since $1 induces a 
birational isomorphism D’ -+ $i + 1 ( Di). 
It follows that cp, (D, ) is a nonreal prime divisor, and cp , = (p2 0 cp implies 
that q(D, ) has codimension 1. Therefore D, is nonreal, a contradiction. 
Remark. The lemma is false if 98 is replaced by S?, . For example, 
choose X- P3 and let cp: 2-t X be the blowing up of P3 with center 
c= {[x,;x , ; x,; x3] I x3 = 0, x: +x; = 0). 
Then the exceptional divisor q ‘(C) is a non-real prime divisor of B con- 
taining real points, but it is mapped into the real prime divisor 
{Cx,;x,;x,; x3]Ix3=o}zP2. 
Now choose an ultralilter U (of open semi-algebraic sets) of X,. Then for 
every (Y, (P)EB we obtain an ultralilter U(Y) defined by U(Y) = 
{ Vc Y, 1 V open semi-algebraic, VI q ‘( IV) for some WE U}. This in fact 
an ultrafilter, since the open subset of Y, upon which cp is an isomorphism 
meets every nonempty open subset of Y,. The center of U(Y) is denoted by 
P( Y). According to Proposition 1.1 (iii), the system { (P( Y) I( Y, cp) E B 1 
represents an R-valued place $ whose center on Y is P(Y) for every 
(Y, q) E 98. We fix this situation for the rest of this section. 
Let cp: Y, + Y, be a birational morphism of regular R-varieties and 
p, E (YIL P, = cp(P,). Define a homomorphism cp X : R - Div,, -+ 
iw - Div,, in the following way. Let 7c be a residually real prime element in 
OpZ. Let rc also denote its image in O,,. Let 7c = n;=, z:’ n:=, a.7 be the 
factorization of rt over O,, into prime elements, where the t, are the real 
prime divisors of rc. Define q x((n)): = n(r,)‘l. 
In case cp is the morphism corresponding to ( Y, , q ,) 2 (Y,, cp2) E %‘, 
then according to 2.3, all the prime divisors of rt in O,, are real. In this way 
the local divisor groups R - Div,,,,, (Y, cp) E G?‘, form a directed system 
and the character groups (R - Div,, ,,,) x form an inverse system. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. The character groups (If%! - Div,, Y,) x ,form an inverse 
system. 
Now we are able to describe the signatures geometrically, 
2.5. THEOREM. The map o 4 SptY, induces a hijection between 
lirn(R-Div,,.,)” and the set qf‘ those signatures c of’ F sati:fying 
B(a)=a&. 
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Proof Obviously, the maps c + gP(,,) are compatible with the 
homomorphisms ([W-Div,(,,)” +([W-Div.,,,)” for (fV,cp)>(Y,$)~%?, 
and hence they induce a map 6, from the set of signatures (T with B(a) = g, 
to b(iW - Div,(,)) ‘. T o see that this map is bijective, consider any 
x E b(&! - Div.( y,) x and f E F. 
According to Hironaka’s “normal crossing theorem” (see [H, 
Corollary 3, p. 1461) there is model (Y, cp) E &I, such that the components 
of the support of the divisor off on Y are regular. Thus those components 
which contain P(Y) are real. Let xy be the character on R - Div,(,, 
corresponding to x and a,(f ): = x ,(div (f )) . sign,, y,( f ). This yields a 
signature of F and the map x -+ rsX is inverse to 8. 
Remark. Using the same methods as in the theorem one sees that 
l&R - Div,( yI r W$, the value group of $. Since b(iW - Div,(,)) x = (&r 
(58 - Div.(,,)) ‘, the above result agrees with [BHR, Corollary 2.61. 
As a consequence of the theorem we obtain the following charac- 
terization of sums of n th powers modulo H, x. 
2.6. COROLLARY. Let f E F” and n E N. If n is even, the f;7llowing 
statements are equivalent 
(i) f has an n-divisible value with respect to every real prime divisor of 
FIR 
(ii) a(f) E { + 1 } for every signature O: F” + p(2n) 
(iii) f EH; .xp. 
Zf n is odd, the relations (i) o (ii) * (iii) ho/d. 
Proof The implication (i) + (ii) follows from Theorem 2.5. Statement 
(ii) implies f * E CF’” according to [BHR, Theorem 2.111. Therefore f has 
an n-divisible value with respect to every real valuation, and (i) follows. 
Furthermore, for even n this is equivalent to (iii), see [Sl, Corollary 3.33. If 
n is odd only the implication (ii) * (iii) holds [B, Lemma l.S(ii)]. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. The map Q + c?~(~, from the set of signatures with cen- 
ter P(X) to ([w - Div.,,,) x, as defined in 2.2, is injective. 
Proof We first show that every character x E (58 - Div,,,,) x extends to 
at most one character on [w - Div,,.) for every (Y, cp) ~9. We may 
assume, that cp is a monoidal tranformation whose center contains P(X). In 
this case the image cp x (D) of a real local prime divisor DE [w - Div,,,, is 
equal to i?. E’ or to E’, r E N, where E denotes the exceptional divisor and 
d the strict transform of D (see [H, p. 129 f‘]) by the monoidal transfor- 
mation q (more precisely, E and b are the local restrictions of these 
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divisors). If the center of the blowing up is not a subvariety of f), then Y = 0 
and q(B) = x(D) holds for every character q E IF! - Div.{ uj whose image 
q 0 q x coincides with x. It remains to determine q(E) for an extension y of 
x. Consider an afline neighbourhood V of P(X) such that the center Z of 
the blowing up is given by a prime ideal (u, ,..., u,) of the coordinate ring 
R[ V], where r = codim Z. The prime divisors Di defined by the ui are 
regular, and hence real, since they contain P(X). Thus P( Y) 4 ai for at least 
one in { i,..., r). Assume P( Y) $ b, . Then U, is prime in OPtr, and defines 
the exceptional divisor. Therefore y(E) = x( (u, )). It follows immediately 
from the above arguments that different signatures f~ and z with 9(g) = 
B(r) induce different characters c?~[~, and ?,(,,. Now let (r, r be signatures 
and ;%(o-) #B(r), and assume without loss of generality that B(o) = dti, 
where G(/ is the place introduced earlier. Suppose that T and cr induce the 
same character on R - Div, with respect to the ultrafilter U. Then by 
l.l(iii) a model ( Y, cp) E :8 exists such that CT and T have different centers 
Z,, Z, on Y. Suppose for the moment that cp is a monoidal transformation 
with regular center Z. The center contains P= P(X), hence it is real. There 
is an affine neighbourhood V of P such that the ideal I of Zn V in R[ I;] is 
generated by a regular system of parameters in P, I= (u, ,..., u,~), 
s = codim(Z). The rational points of the blowing up p of V in Z n Y can be 
described as the subset of V x P” ’ delined by 
Fr = {(S, Et,;...; t,J), Zii(S)f, =Uj(S)t,; 1 <i<s). 
We may choose the U, so that, for Z, = (P, [t,.i ;...; t,,,,]) and 2, = 
(P, Ct,,, ;*-; t,,,7]), the coefficients f,,, and t,,, are not zero and fb.2/fb,, < 
t,32/t,q,. Choose an a E R with t,,, Jtb,, -c a < tr,2/tr,, We have z(n) = a(n) for 
every prime element rc E O,, since r and G induce the same characters on 
R - Div,. It follows that 
r(ul I= r(ul) sign(f,.21t,,l - a) 
=z(~,)r(f~/f, -a)=r(z+ -uia) 
=a(~, -u,a)=~(z~,)sign(t,.,/t,,, -a)= -a(tdi). 
This is a contradiction. 
The proof of the general case now runs as follows. There are morphisms 
cp1: y-+ y,, q2: y, + y,, cp3: y, -+X such that ‘p=‘p3~(p2~(p,, cpz is a 
monoidal transformation and LT and r have the same center Z2 on Yz but 
different centers on Y, . We have shown in the first part of the proof, that cr 
and z then induce the same characters on R - Div,,. Therefore, we are in 
the special case with which we have already dealt. 
Now we assume that X is a surface. In this case we shall describe the 
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situation in a more concrete manner. Fix a point P E X,. The multiplicity of 
P with respect to a curve C on X is denoted by m(C, P). 
2.8. THEOKEM. If x is a character oj’ R - Div, induced by a signature, 
then there exists a divisor CO E R -, Div, with m(C,,, P) = 1 and an element 
b E p sa ti&yitig 
x(C) = *b”‘C, P) for every prime divisor CE R - Div, which has 
FM tangent in co~lrno~ with CO. (*I 
Conversely, given a real curve CO with m( CO, P) = I and b E p, there exists a 
rharucter x induced by a signature sati#ng (*). 
Proof: Let x = ZP be the character induced by a signature cr with center 
P. Take a real prime divisor C, E a8 - Div, regular in P such that its strict 
transform contains the center ii of o on the blowing up 2 of X in P. For 
every prime divisor CE Iw - Div, which has no tangent in common wth CO, 
the image of C in iw - Divp is C” = Emcc, ‘f. Hence ( +x(C)) = 
(*P(a) MC, P) = p(C, Pt. Now let C, be a real curve through P with 
m(C,, P) = 1. Let S be the unique rational point on the exceptional divisor 
E of the blowing up 2 in P with SE e,. Then it suffices to find a character 
x of R - Div, induced by a signature o such that X(E) = h. Replace .? by X 
and S by P. Let K be the kernel of the homomorphism 1w - Div, -+ lb 
118 - Div,, r) = W,. The element ii; = E mod K is not a torsion element in 
(aB - Div,)/,, since W, is torsion free. Since ,U is divisible, a character i of -- 
(a8 - Div,)/, exists with x(E) = h which is extendible to l&rW - Div,(,,. 
The character of [w - Div, induced by x therefore comes from an element 
of l&n( o;P - Div,( *,) X = W$, hence it is induced by a signature. 
Finally, we describe the n-divisible functions in the 2-dimensional case, 
where a function f’ E F is called n-divisible if it satisfies the equivalent con- 
ditions (i) and (ii) in 2.6. 
For ( Y, rp) E B, every closed point p E Y is called an infinitely near point 
on X. 
If ( Y’, cp’) E B is another model and (Y, 9) 2 ( I”, 9’) with I/J: Y -+ Y’ the 
corresponding morphism, and if P lies in the open set where $ is an 
isomorphism, then P and $(P) are identified. If C is a curve and if PE Y is 
an infinitely near point on X, then m(C, P) denotes the multiplicity of the 
strict transform ? of C in P. 
2.9. THEOREM. Let div(f) = nix ,D:nf= 1 C:, be the divisor off’~F, 
where the Di are real prime divisors and the Ci are nonreal. Then ,f is n- 
divisible if and on@ if 
4x1:911:2-is 
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(i) nlr, for 1 <i<r and 
(ii) n 1 C;= ,si m(C,, P) for every infinitely near real point P on X. 
ProoJ Assume that f is n-divisible. Then (i) follows from 2.6. Let PE Y 
be an infinitely near real point on X. By definition, Y is obtained by a suc- 
cession of monoidal transformations cpi: Yi , -+ Yi (1 <i < n) with regular 
centers, such that Y, = Y and Y,, =X. The exceptional divisor E, of cp, is 
real (in fact Ei z !Ph) if the center of ‘pi is R-rational, otherwise it contains 
no [W-rational points. Therefore m(P, E,) = 0 if Ej is nonreal. With I= 
{i ( 1 d id n, E, is nonreal } the nonreal part of div( f) on Y is 
fl;*= 1 c:‘ni,,E:g and the real part is nr= ,fi:ni, ,@ with nJ ti for i&Z. 
Consider the blowing up y of Y in P and let E be the exceptional divisor. 
The order off with respect to E is 
,$,r,m(D,, P)+ c t,m(E,, P)+ i s,m(C,, P)= i s,m(Ci, P) mod n. 
i$l ,=I ,=I 
Therefore, (ii) follows from 2.6, since E is real. Conversely assume (i) and 
(ii) and let C be a real prime divisor on a model ( Y, cp) E g and div(f) = 
Cr. fliC,‘: Ci # C. If C is the strict transform of a prime divisor D of X, 
then D = D, and r = r, for a suitable i E { l,..., r}, hence n 1 r. Otherwise we 
may assume by induction that C is the exceptional divisor of a monoidal 
transformation in a rational point P E X. This point satisfies (i) and (ii) and 
the assertion follows. 
2.10. Remark. According to the theorem on the embedded resolution of 
singularities one can decide after finitely many monoidal transformations 
whether ,f is n-divisible. 
EXAMPLES. Choose X: = !F& Given f’ E lR[X, Y] determine the decom- 
position f = P;’ . . P;;” C, where P, ,..., P, are the real prime polynomials 
(i.e, those which correspond to real prime divisors) dividing J: The nonreal 
part C has only finitely many real points. The term in (ii) with respect to a 
real point P of C can be derived from the Taylor series of C in P, it’s the 
degree of its initial form. Now one has to blow up in the real points of C 
and one proceeds replacing C by its transform ?. 
(i) ,f = (Z4 - X2 Y* + X4 + Y”)/Z” 
Real divisors: Z = 0 with multiplicity - 4. There are no real points of C, 
thus f is a sum of 4 th powers. 
(ii) ,f = (Z4X2 Y2 + X8 + Y*)/Z” 
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Real divisors: Z= 0 with multiplicity - 8. Real point of C: [O; 0; l] with 
multiplicity 4. 2: = blowing up of A2 in (0,O) 
z;= S2X4+X8+S8X8;S=Tz/T,;in((0,0), [l;O]) 
i L2Y4+LsY8+Y8;L=T,/T~;in((0,0),[O;1]) 
where T,, T, are homogeneous coordinates of P’. Infinitely near points of 
C: P,: =((O,O), [l;O]) with m(C,P,)=2 P,: =((O,O); [O; 11) with 
m(C, P2) = 2. Therefore, f is not a sum of 4 th powers. 
(iii) f = (X4 + Y4 - X2Y2)/Z4 = ((X2 - Y2/2)2 + 3 Y4/4)/Z4 
The only infinitely near real point of C is the origin P = [O; 0; l] with 
m( C, P) = 4. Thus, f is a sum of 4th powers. 
2.11. Remark. If n is even, a function f E F is a sum of nth powers if 
and only iff is nondivisible with respect to every real prime divisor of F/[w 
and f is a sum of squares. This follows from Corollary 2.6 and [B, Theorem 
1.211. The corresponding statement fails if Iw is replaced by a non- 
archimedean real closed field R. A counter example was discovered by 
Prestel [Pl], namely the function X2” + wX2 + 1 E R(X) with o E R2 
infinitely large (n < 0 for every n E N). 
3. THE LOCAL-GLOBAL PRINCIPLE FOR 
WEAKLY ISOTROPIC FORMS 
A quadratic form q over a field F is called weakly isotropic, if a multiple 
n x q of q is isotropic. The following local-global principle was proved 
indepently by L. Briicker and A. Prestel [Br, 3.9; P, 8.133: 
3.la. THEOREM (BrGcker, Prestel). Let F he a.field of charasteristic # 2. 
Then a quadratic form q over F is weakly isotropic in F if and only if q is 
weakly isotropic in the henselizations with respect to all real places and in the 
real closures with respect to all archimedean orderings of F. 
In our case, where F/R is a function field, we shall see that only real 
prime divisors need to be considered: 
3.1. THEOREM. Let F/K! he a function field ?f dimension n > 1. 
(i) A quadratic form over F is weakly isotropic if and only if it is 
weaklyiisotropic in the henselizations with respect to all real prime divisors. 
(ii) If v is a real prime divisor, there is a quadratic form q over F such 
that q is weakly isotropic in the henselizations with respect to all real 
valuations w # v, hut not weakly isotropic in F. 
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Thus the set of real prime divisors is the minimal system of real valuations 
which satisfies the local-global principle providing that dim F/IF8 > 1. Dur- 
ing the proof of this theorem we use the notions and results of [P] without 
further reference. 
ProoJ: (i) If F is not formally real, no real valuation exists and every 
form is weakly isotropic. So let F be formally real and q = (a, ,..., a, ) not 
weakly isotropic. According to Theorem 3.la there exists a semiordering S 
containing a, ,..., a, and compatible with a real valuation D. Choose a pro- 
jective regular model X of F/R such that V: = lJ+upp(div(a,)) has only 
normal crossings. This is possible by Hironaka’s main theorem II (see [H, 
Corollary 3, p. 1461). Let W be the center of u on X and @ the 
corresponding subvariety. Choose a regular P E W, and let V, ,..., Vk be the 
irreducible components of V containing P. Then the Vi are regular, and 
hence real, and in an afline neighbourhood a of P they are described by 
local parameters rcti..., zk which are linearly independent in m,/m>. We 
may assume that Wn UC V, n ... n V,, En I!? 6 V, for g>s (s---O is 
allowed). The set (rr, ,..., n,} may be extended to a system of local 
parameters (ql ,..., qfl> in P satisfying 
V, n ... n V, n V(q,s+,)n *.. nV(y,)= r;i;;qi =n, for i< s, 
on a suitable affine neighbourhood UC 0 of P. To see this, consider the 
canonical epimorphism 
4: mp.id4,0 --) mP,Wn dmL, r7 
Since the residues it, ,..., ii, are linearly independent and contained in the 
kernel of 9, the set (El,..., 5,Y} may be extended to a basis 
in i ,..., 5,, yS+ ,,..., c,, y1, + , ,..., r,) such that {F, ,..., 6, > forms a basis zf the 
kernel and qI +. r,..., qlz induce a basis of mp,,,~/m~,,o. If we take U suf- 
ficiently small, so that the chosen parameters are regular on 0, we get 
V(n ,,..,, qt) = @3~ 0, because V(n, ,... t11,) is regular and t-codimensional. 
We now fix q, ,..., qt and U as above. The divisor V(v, ) defines a real 
prime divisor M’, of F with residue field Quot (R[ U]/(q,)), i.e., the function 
field of V(q,). We continue this procedure and in this way obtain a real 
valuation w having the residue field Quot (R[ U]/(q, ,..., q,)) = R(w). Let I 
be the set of the tuples (i, ,..., i,) with (i, ,..., i, f c { 1, 2 ,..., tj and ij < ik for 
j< k, and define yfO = 1, qi = qzi x . *. x y,, for i = (i, ,..., i,) E I. Then the 
values w(vi) form a system of representatives of W,./W$ Each residue class 
form of q with respect to w is a subform of a residue class form of q with 
respect to u. So S induces semiorderings Si on FU for iE Z and hence on 
tF,$, = lR( W), with the residue class form qi of q corresponding to qi definite 
with respect o Si. It is now easy to construct a semiordering T of F com- 
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patible with w such that q is definite with respect to T (also see [Br, (3.5) 
and (3.6)]). Thus q is not weakly isotropic in the henselization of F with 
respect to w and, in particular, is not weakly isotropic in the henselization 
of F with respect to the prime divisor corresponding to ‘I,, i.e. the unique 
prime divisor u with B, =I B,.. 
3.2. Remark. The argument above shows that a quadratic form q over 
F which is strongly anisotropic over the henselization of F with respect to a 
real r-codimensional valuation is already strongly anisotropic over the hen- 
selization of F with respect to a rank r real r-codimensional valuation. 
In the following we call a form q strongly anisotropic if it is not weakly 
isotropic, and we call it weakly w-isotropic (strongly w-anisotropic) if it is 
weakly isotropic (strongly anisotropic) in the henselization of F with 
respect to a real valuation w. 
(ii) Let K/R be a function field. Given E E [w; and x1,..., x, E 
K”\{ -E}, define forms 4,(x,) := < 1, Xl >T 4*(x, > x2) := 
q,(x,)+q,(-(Xl +E)).(-G), qn+,(xl,..., x,+1) := qn(-x,,..., -%I+ 
qn( - Xl ,..., -(x, +e)). (x,,,), 26n6m- 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let S be a semiordering of K compatible with the real 
valuation v. If x E K satisfies x = E mod mC, E E [w T, then XS c S. 
Proof Assume that XSE -S with SE S and X-E = m E m,. From 
- sm E S and - sm -SE E S it follows that u( - sm) < V(SE) = v(s), a con- 
tradiction. 
LEMMA 2. Let K/Iw be a function field (not necessarily finitely generated) 
with tr(K/lR) d n, n 3 2, and x, ,..., x, E H, n K”, E E Iw ;. If qn(x, ,..., x,,) is 
strongly v-anisotropic for area1 valuation v then tr(K/R) is exactly n and 
x, E m,. Furthermore, if KjIw is finitely generated, if X is a complete regular 
model, and x, ,..., x, are regular in the center Z, of v, then the closure 2,. of 
Z,. is a prime divisor. 
Proof (by induction). n=2: q2(x1,x2)=(1,x,,x2, -(x1 +.2)x2) is 
weakly isotropic over every function field of dimension d 1, since otherwise 
the set {x, +E, x2, - (x, + E)x*} would be contained in a semiordering S 
of K. But K is an SAP field and so every semiordering is a usual ordering. 
Assume now that qZ(x,, x2) were strongly v-anisotropic and x2 $m,. If 
x, is contained in m, then x1 + E = E mod m,. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
(x1 +k x23 - (x, +&)x2 ) is indefinite with respect to every semiordering 
of K compatible with v, so q2 would be weakly v-isotropic. Since x, # 0 
(otherwise (1,X, ) would be isotropic) the form q2(X,, X2) over EC is 
strongly anisotropic, hence the form (1, 2,) X2, -X1X2 ) is also strongly 
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anisotropic. But this is impossible, since kU is an SAP-field. The same 
arguments apply if x2 has an even value in the value group W,. of u. 
Finally, we have to consider the case where K/R is finitely generated. Sup- 
pose that the center Z, of u on X has the residue field R. Then the residue 
form (1, -Ui) over Et, must be definite i.e. xr(Z,.) >O. It follows that 
x, > 0, contradicting the fact that < 1, - (X1+)) is also definite. 
n > 2. Suppose the dimension of K/R is less than n. Since 
qn-,(xl,-, x,- 1 ) is strongly u-anisotropic, the induction hypothesis implies 
tr(K/lR) = n - 1 and x,~, em,.. Obviously q,Jx,,..., xn) contains the sub- 
form (1, x,, x,, I) - (x,, , + E)x,, ) and this again leads to a contradic- 
tion. In the case tr(K/R) = n the same arguments show that x, 4 m,. for 
r < n. If x, $ m,, the residue form qn(X, ,..., -u,,) is strongly anisotropic, con- 
tradicting the induction hypothesis (observe that f x, + E $ m, for Y < n). 
In any case the reduced form qn ,(X1 ,..., 2, ~ , ) is strongly anisotropic, thus 
tr(EV/R) = n - 1 and u is a prime divisor. 
If K/R is finitely generated and x , ,..., x,, are regular in the center Z,. of u 
on a regular model X, then qn , (-Y1 ,..., X, ~, ) considered as a form over 
R(Z,) is strongly anisotropic. Hence tr(R(Z,,)/R) = n - 1. This proves the 
lemma. 
Assume now that u is a real prime divisor. We choose an afline non- 
singular real-complete model X of K/R such that the center Z = Z, of u 
corresponds to a regular subvariety Z of codimension 1. Take a system of 
local parameters { 71, ..., rc,,}ofafixedP~Z,suchthatZnU=V(lc,,)onan 
affine neighbourhood U of P. 
LEMMA 3. To every strong neighbourhood W, of P there exists a strong 
neighbourhood W of P contained in U A W, and an E E R ; such that for 
every (a,,.., a,,)~ (0, - 1, 1 }” the subvarieties of U defined by the.functions 
7ci + ai. E are regular and meet transversally in at least one real point of W. 
Proof Consider the parameters 7~; as polynomial functions on U c A: 
and let W, be a strong neighbourhood of P. The differentials dpzi of 
~ I ,...’ =?I are linearly independent in P and hence in a strong 
neighbourhood W of P contained in W, n U. The differentials of the 
functions rci + T, on U x A; in (P, 0) are also linearly independent. It 
follows that (P, 0) is a regular point of the n-dimensional subvariety V: = 
V( { rc, + Ti}) of U x A;. Thus V, is locally diffeomorphic to IR” in (P, 0). 
Particularly, there is a number t, E R ; such that, for given t, ,..., t, E R, 
( ti( < t,, points BE W exist with rc,(P) + t, = ... = n,(p) + t, = 0. The dif- 
ferentials of xi and 7ci + 8, E for ai E (0, 1, - 1 } and E: = t,/2 coincide and 
hence the subvarieties V(rci + 8, . E) are regular and meet transversally on 
W. 
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CLAIM. Take W, = ci, 6 E IR ’ and W as above. Assume without loss of 
generality that W=CPEU,~C~,~~~(P)<~~, L’~ER[U]. Then the form 
P . = qn(n, ,..., n,) + ( 1 - Cci2) is strongly v-anisotropic. n. 
This is again proved by induction. 
n=2. The residue forms (1,5,, l-x<> and (1, -(it;.)) with 
respect o u are strongly anisotropic, since both 3, and n, change their 
sign on V(rt2)n W. 
n> 2. The residue forms qn 1(7l ,,... ,Tc,-,)+(l-EGC:) and 
q, _ i( - 77, ,..., - (K,,_ I + c:) with respect to v are strongly anisotropic by 
induction, and hence q, is strongly o-anisotropic as was to be shown. 
According to Lemma 2, every real valuation N: such that qn is strongly M’- 
anisotropic has a one-codimensional center C on X. On the residue field 
R(C) of C a semiordering 3 exists with 1 -CC: E $. The theorem of 
Artin-Lang implies that c n W is Zariski-dense in C. But n,, / cr, uz = 0 by 
Lemma 2. Thus c = Z and it’ = 2*. This proves the theorem. 
In the case of one-dimensional function fields over R, all the centers of 
real valuations on the regular projective mode1 are trivially prime divisors. 
But the second part of the theorem fails. There is no minimal system of real 
valuations satisfying the local-global principle. So the situation is com- 
pletely different than that in section 1. 
Let D be a set of real valuations of F. We say D satisfies the local-global 
principle if every quadratic form over F weakly v-isotropic with respect to 
every valuation CED is weakly isotropic. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let F/R he n one-dimensional jiunctinn field and D he 
CL set of real vaiua~~~i~s of F ~~~hi~h satisfies the ~~~a~-~~~~a~ pri~l ip~~. Then 
for every v E D, D\ ( v f also satisjk the locaL-giobaf principle. 
Proc?f It suffices to show that the centers of the valuations in D are 
dense in X, if and only if D satisfies the local-global principle. Suppose that 
D satisfies the local-global principle. Given P E X,, f E Ox,, with f(P) = 0, 
and EER;, consider the form 
cZf.6 = <1.&--f>. 
If no center Z,,, o E D, lies in the open set Af., = ( PE X, 1 ,f( P) < 2c}, then 
q,t.c is weakly v-isotropic for every u E D because a real valuation u of F is 
compatible with the orderings having the center Z,, on the regular model. 
On the’other hand, qf.E is strongly anisotropic. The sets A,.,,f E Ox., nmp, 
E E R $;, form a basis of open neighbourhoods of P, and thus the centers Z,,, 
ZIE D, are dense in X,. Now let the set Z,., UE ff, be dense in X, and let 
q = (aI ,..., a,* > be weakly u-isotropic for every L’ E D. We may assume 
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without loss of generality that a, ,..., a, are regular on X,. If w is a real 
valuation such that q is strongly w-anisotropic, then q is definite with 
respect to an ordering P compatible with w. It follows form Artin-Lang 
that q is definite in a nonempty open subset B of X, which contains the 
center of a valuation v ED. This is impossible, since q is weakly v-isotropic. 
3.4. Remark. Theorem 3.1 fails if IR is replaced by a nonarchimedean 
ground field R. Consider the quadratic form p = ( 1, X, Y, 
- (X+ a’)( Y+ a2), 1 -X2 - Y’) over F: = R(X, Y) with UE R infinitely 
small (i.e., l/n + a)0 for every n E N ). Then p is weakly v-isotropic with 
respect to every prime divisor v of F/R (moreover, for every real valuation 
v trivial on R) and totally indefinite, but it is strongly anisotropic. 
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